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time frames an orcier of magnitucie (or t~vo) iess than the missions
of the 1960’s and 1970’s, aiiowing for iess expensive, more frequent iaunches (see Figure i). This shift in emphasis highlights
the need forciesign tools to support prelirninnry design, since n~ission designers no ion,ger have the iuxury of ion: times for prototyping. testing. and redesign.
The need for simulation-bawl analysis tools is pmicularly
clear in the ciesign of spacecraft, as operating eni’ircrnrnents (e. g.,
rnicrogravity) are often difficult or impossible to reproduce to teSt
prototypes. This paper examines some of the issues of the nmrr~cerllen[
of irlformat ion in prt:lin~ inary design trsin: sinlukrtion.
base(i analysis and including uncertainty ami data of varying reliability.
A formri system, knowrl m the ?vfe[hod oj’ Impr(’cisim or
IV[J, for the representation of inlprecise information in prelinlinary engincerin: design, as expresseci throogh designer preferences, has been previously cievelopcci at Gtltech by the aLlthors (Wood anti Antonsson, 1989) and others. Early work on
the method assumeci the avaiiahiiity of reliabic anaiysis toois for
tile determination of design performance from design variabies.
I&cent work (1 .aw anti Antonsscrrr, i99t5) has useci the statistical
mcthocis of Design of Ilxperiments (1>01;) (Ilarker, i 985) to ndcircss issues of ciesign imprecision using approximations to anaysis toois, the fuil use of which Yvoulci bc proi~ihitiveiy expensive.
At the snmc time, one of the urrifying themes of research on the
h{) has been the aggregation of preferences. l’he research presente.1 here continues this eariicr work by consiciering preliminary desiSn when the desi:n space is not WICII lnocielecl by a single

ABSTRACT

An analysis tool to aid in preliminary design of re-entry xroshclls for interplanetary exploration is presented. The computational tool addresses
a common feature of design analysis, the need tomakc usc of results from
several analysis regimes and from several sources. This paper fonnalims for conlputation \vhat has historically been a matlcr of informal cn-

automation of design anWsis allows for n~or~
extensive search of the design space, and thus supporls a design process
that is at once more thorough and more cffrcicnt.
The human designer uses experience and in[uition to combine re-

ginccring judgment Ttre

sults from dift’ercnt

analyses Here, this combination is formalized by

recognizing that each analysis tool is valid in particular regimes of the
design problem: where regimes overlap, a combination based on par[icipzrtion factors (and utilizing the mathematics of fez/y sets) is employed.
An aggregated level of confidence

for each solution Point

is also c:llcL{-

Iatcd

Keywords:
Design Methods anti Moclels; Design Representations;
Computational N’lethods of Design

INTRODUCTION

The late 1980’s and early 1990’s have seen n change in the
clirec[ion of space research conducted by NASA, with an en~phasis on so]aller, lighter spacecraft and missions with budgets and
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(even a single expensive) ciesign tool, but when significant irregularities or discrrrrtinuities in the mapping between points in the
clesi~n space and their corresponding per~crrrnances call for the
application of different analysis tools in different regimes. I’he
formal mathematics developed forprefererrce and for aggregation
are extended to the problem of combining output from several
analyses for different (often overlapping) regimes, and tlw resolution ofconflic[s \vliere data from multiple sources disagree.

hlartiorr atmosphere. Two devices of this type we expected to be
]aunche(i with the DS-2 Mars probe in January of 1999. After descent to the Martian surface, the aeroshcll’s payload, a penetra[or with some instrumentation, will puncture the Martian surface
so that soil experiments can be conciucted and the results transmitted by raciio. }Ve shall not treat the soil penetration problem
otiler than considering the orientation of the aeroshell at impact:
the general probiern here is the dcsi~n of an aeroshell that wili
reach the surface near a desired velocity and angic of attack.
There :m several sources of significant uncertainty in the operating con(iitions of the aeroshcll ciuring its cicscent:

AEROSHELL DESIGN
The example presented

here is the cicsign of a re-entl-y
aeroshell that is to be releosed fronl o spacecraft as it enters the

●

2

The shell is re[useci f’lonl a tumbling spacccrdft, so tk fingie
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of attack upon entering the atmosphere is unknown.
. The shell flies through the Martian atnmspherc, the properties of which are not well charucterizecl.
● The shell encounters unknown winds.
. The shell hits the .grouncl, which i.s at an uncertain orientation
and has uncertain soil properties.
These uncertainties are interesting, difficu]t and worthy of study,
yet there arc other issues of uncertainty in the analysis of the problem that take precedence. An automated or semi-automated analysis would allow for a computer search of the design space to
(at least) guide preliminary design. Several levels of simulation
are available, and their reliability increases with the computation
time involved. If, for example, an assumption of terminal velocity could bc made, computation time would be milliseconds, but
the assumption is not correct in general. A single run of a full
CFD moclel takes on the order of a day to set up and run on a SLIpercomputer, which is far too computationally intensive for the
project time-frames and costs envisioned. A compromise analysis program is a numerical integration of forces over the flight
path, with aerodynamic coefficients determined at each time step
as functions of atmospheric conditions and the attitude, velocity,
and geomtry of the aeroshcll. The computation time required
makes classical optimization, genetic algorithm and sinlulated
annealing procedures realistic. However, the integration routine
is not simply an accurate black box: to successfully integrate over
the flight path through the Martian atmosphere requires considerable engineering judgment in the calculation of the aerodynamic
coefficients used at each time step of the integl-atiorl. l:urthermore, the output from the integration program gives no indication
of how accurately the coefficients were determined.
The problem encountered here by the aeroshell designer is
a commort one in design analysis, thot of how to guarantee good
results when the problem may cover one or more of several “analysis regirlles”, These regimes may be inherent in the physics of
the problem, as in the transition between transsonic and supersonic flow, or they may be cletermined by the availability of information, as in the cme when experimental results are available
for some (but not all) points in a design space.

D

?
.

1.
Figure 2.

SCHEMATiC OF AEROSHELI

aerodynamic database for a single candidate design; the analysis
is thus useful to validate a design that has alreaciy been selected,
but is not seen as a tool to explore the design space (see, for example, Mitcheltrm et al. ( 1997)).
A long-term goal in the field of aeroshell design woLIlcl be
an analysis program that addressed all possible candidate configurations in all flow regimes. In order to make the problem
more tractable and to adciress the issues of analysis in the presence of uncertainty, we shall restrict ourselves to the aerodynamic
analysis of one configuration of the aeroshell. This configuration
is a spheric al-nosecl cone with a spherical aft section, as shown
schematically in Figure 2. The distance between the centers of
the two spheres is expected to be quite small. Three nondimensional paramtcrs completely describe the ideal izec] aeroshell:
the Bluntness Ratio 11 (the ratio of the nose radius to the aft section radius), the Fineness Ratio F (the ratio of overall length L
to maximum diameter l)), and 0, the cone scmiangle. The extra information gained by allowing 11, F, and d to vary is useful
not oniy for exploration of a}tcrnatit’e designs. but also for analysis of’ a sin~le fixecl design, as the geometry of the aeroshell may’
change: the heat shield burns cluring reentry, for example.
l’hc general design problem is to determine values of 11, f“,
and O that \vill (robustly’) deliver’ the aeroshel[ to the surface at a
gi~,en \,e[ocit Y ~nd angle of attack, in the presence of the operating
uncertainty, The more imrncdiatc problem is to cleliver a reliable
integration routine for computer irl]plerl~el~t::tiorl in the presence
of uncertainty in the cle[ermination of aerodynamic coefficients.

SCOPE
The problem of aeroshell design involves a number of fields
(e.g., aerodynamics, thert~~oclyr~arl~ics, material science, structural mechanics). The aerodynamic analysis, even if considered
apart from all other tielcls, is greatly complicated by t}le need to
treat multiple flow, regimes (hypersonic, supersonic, transsonit,
subsonic, Newtonian, detache(i shock, free-rl~c)lecLll:~r), and even
if the analysis can be made tractable, the aerodynamic design
problem has such x huge set of potential solutions so as to make a
search for a globally “optimal” solution to the problem impractical. The present approach to aeroshell analysis is t{) construct an
PROBLEM

3
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not be the same for all i, though in the example presented
here the II, will always agree). We shall also use the more con~pact notation j to represent (~, Z). In the example under consideration, ~ = (D, 1’, 6’) describes the geometry of the aeroshell.
The operating conditions can be described by the attitude of the
aeroshell ancl the atmospheric conditions, which for the example
here can be described by the angle of attack n, the Mach number
1{, and the atmospheric density p. The performances desired are
aerodynamic constants: the normal coefficient (;n, the axial coefficient L’o, the moment coefficient (7,,,, ancl the center of pressure
C;,. Thus the example problem is to find j such that:
fi’neecl

The designer, also referred to here as the analyst or engineer, who
is interested in using an integration routine to test the performance
of a design can draw upon several sources to determine the aerodynamic constants required at each time step of the integration:
Experimental results from the literature. These might be
of varying reliability. Also, the experimental results do not
cover the entire design space, so interpolation between experimental points and extrapolation to unexplored areas of
the design space is necessary. The reliability of an interpolated or extrapolated answer will decrease with distance from
experimental points.
● Simulation data from computational fluid dynamics (C1~D)
computations (executed point by point -–- one computation
for a particular configuration, angle of attack, and Mach
number). These are also of imperfect reliability.
● Analytical computational models, of which there are at least
three in this particular problem:
●

j(B, F,6, cS,Af,p) ==

The function ~ is n combination of various subfunctic)ns -f~,
SO that

f(~z) = p(fl((~i), . . . . f,, (fzi))
where T represents the combination.
The subfunctions
~1, . . . . -f,, are the sources of information available, and the
set of ji is subject to change. Adc\ing a new source j,,.t 1 to
the list nray make other sources unnecessary. Since a level of
confidence is one of the outputs of the function j, evaluation is
possible with any set of ~i; indeed, it is because the analysis is
uncertain ancl imprecise that the combination is necessm-y. The
hunm designer making such a jucigrnent in analysis will arrive
at an answer and will also have an iclea of how valid that answm
is. This paper presents a formal representation for both.
For the aeroshell re-entry problem, clata for j is available
from experimental sources, Cl;l) computations, and analysis
models. At the highest level.

– Newtonian flow
- free-molecular ffow
detached shock flow
The aeroshell travels through several flow regimes (and is often in an indeterminate state between regimes) during the integration, In addition, most analytic IllOdCk have been developed for a particular aeroshell geometry, and must be nloclified to provide useful information for other geometries.
● Rules of thumb: experience- and intuition-based knowledge.
The distillation of infcmnation from these sources (each of which
is imperfect) is a matter of engineering jLldgnwnt. As clesigners
determine the aerodynamic constants, at the same time they refine their understanding of each of the sources (a technical reference giving experimental data that deviates significantly from
a number of other experiments may be depreciated or discarded,
the analytical models may be updated to better fit experimental
data, e[c. ).
Fuzzy aggregation has been applied here to interpolate, extrapolate, and combine data from different analysis programs that
hold in dift’erent regimes. Simultaneously, the level of con ficlerrce
in the analysis has been explicitly represented ancl propagated using a nlatherllatics of fLlz,~,y sets (~adeh, 1965) similar to that usecl
to combine preferences in the ~.

FORMAL TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The statement of the general problem is as

(C,,, ca, cnt, cp,l)

j(~ 7) ~ T’(jCXr)(~ F), j(:F*)(z ~),

.far]alytic(? 0)

and subfunctions can be further refined, as for example,
.far,aly~ic(i ~) =
‘p(jNe\y~~,l,i~(~ i), ff~~~_*,,l[.~l~~( C i=)
, 1 : f(,,.tac,,cc,.,,ock(~ F))

The calculations for Newtonian, free-molecular, and cletached
s}vx’k flow regimes are rapic]]y computable, ancl the interpolation
of experimental data is a well -understoocl problem. Iinch subfunction lends itself to simple automation.
A formal solution to the problem of combining the SUbfUIICtiorrs j, must fulfill several purposes. Some important features of
a formal solution arc as follows:
Calculation of each subfunction comes from expertise fK)rll
the particular discipline. The formal solution must allow
for calculation modules to be added, rcmo~’ed, updated, exchanged.
Propagation of confidence is separate from combination of
results, but confidence information is necessary for conlbination of rCSLl]k. The formal solution should propagate ancl
combine con fic]ences in :1 justifrablc’ manner.

follo~vs: I’incl j

such that
\vhere (~is a vector of design variables clescribing a point in cleSign sp~lce, ~ is a vector ~Jf operating conditions, J7 is a vector of
pcrfornmnces, and jl is some measure of the reliability of the answer I;(ji is a vector since the reliability of the components p, of
4
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space can be separated into twm regimes: one where the experimental data holds, and one where it is not adequate. This distinction is fuzzy; only at the actual experimental points, and only then
if the experiment was reliable, can one be certain that the experimental clata holds. Anywhere eise in the analysis space, the confidence that the designer holds in the data will depend (at least)
on how close it is to actual data points.
The ciesigner’s confidence is uncertain but not probabilistic;
it is not the case that the analysis has a 70910 chance of being right
and a 30$/o chance of being \vrong. The desi~ner’s uncertainty
about the reliability of the data is naturaliy rnodcleci as the degree
of membership in a fuzzy set (Y,irnmerrnann, 1985). The confidence (or preference, in MJ terminology) /ICXl, (j’) for the applicability of interpolated experimental results to a particular point
~ is a function of the point’s distance from existing experimental
points, taking a value of i (perfect conficience) at experimental
points, mrci taiiing off to O at son)e ciistance. The confidence in
interpolation will also cieperrd in general on the particular point;
the transsonic floiv regime, for example, is notoriously ill-suited
to interpolation.
The calcLllation of //CXI, (or any other ~~) is a matter of errsineeringjudgrnent. Sometimes it may bc possible to express p~~l~
sirnpiy anti analytically. For example, one n}ight define the confidence I1,XF,(O in the interpolated answer as a function of’ the
(~{uc]idcan) distance of the point ~ from the nearest experimental
point ~,c,,,e..t, and let the confidence tail off as some urracceptabie
distance d,,l,,Y is approached, for example with:

wrong.
An arithmetic mean, while computationally tractable, is often mf the right choice (Biegel and Pecht, 199 l; Vincent,
1983). The formal solution should use combination methods
that are based in domain expertise; the methods of con~bin:ition, like the calculation modules, shoulcl permit easy modification. Combination functions such as other weighted means
(those between nzin and mm) have been used previously in
preference aggregation (Otto and Antonsson, 1991; Scott
and Antonsson, 1995), and the fuzzy sets literature (Z,inlnlermann, 1985) has an extensive treatment of t-norms (less than
mitl) and t-conorms (greater than ma.Y).
● One feature of this sort of analysis, when it is handlecl informally by a human designer, is that the subfunctions (or calculation modules) are updated when analysis by other means
indicates shortcomings. The formal solution should allow
for such back-pmpagationof information; while the ultimate
goal is to provide a proposed change in a particular subrnodUIC, an acceptable intermediate step is to provide feedback to
the designer, who can modify subforrcticlns as necessmy.
●

Combination of results is easy to do, but easy to get

The need to incorporate and modify rules points to fuzzy set
theory as a candidate for the combination model. In adciition,
the combination of designer preference has been represented as
the aggregation of fuzzy sets (Antonsson and Otto, 1995), ancl
this problem exhibits many similarities to the designer preference
problem. The aggregatiorr will be best illustrated through the presentation of the example.

a ptot of which is shown in I;igure 3. This qtrartic confidence
carve has zero siopc at /~-vai LIcs of () anti i, and faiis of! fastest at
the rniciway point, However, there is no p!-oof tilat the nuances of
the curve are an accurate model of the engineer’s thinking. The
only truly “fixed” points on the curve are those that rellect the engineer’s highest conficience (IL= i, if the experiment is completely
trusted) in those points ~vhere experiments \vere performed, and
those that show that conficience degracics to zero at some ciistance
d,,l,,Y Yvhich is specifieci by the engineer. Other researchers have
argued that the human capacity to distinguish many points on a
preference curve is limited (Miller, 1965), anti so the detailed
shape of the curie is orlirni~ortant. A linear interpolation is then
c1 priori no worse, and has the advantage of sirnpier calculation:

APPLICATION TO THE EXAMPLE

The aeroshell analysis problem presented in this paper has
been restricted so that the analysis space is spanned by six variables: three design variables and three variables to describe the
operating conditions. While experimental clata arc available for
some regions of the analysis space, there are no experimental data
points for many regions of interest. In addition, analytic (and
thus eosily computed) analyses have been previously constructed
to cover some of the regions in which the aeroshell will operate,
usually writh reference to a particular fixed geometry; in this example. the authors had access to a Newtonian analysis code and
a free-rnolecular analysis code. These analytic codes can be applied to other aeroshell geometries if they are suitably modified.
The analyst who combines these sources of infor[nation has tasks
of two varieties: to interpolate and extrapolate experimental and
ansly tic results to “ncw” areas of the ciesign space, and to determine a level of confidence in the interpolateci results. lhe irltcrpoiation and cxtrapokrtion ofdata is weii uncierstoo(i, anti the arraly sis tool presented here uses polynomial ancl spiine fitting in its in~plementation, The e~tension of analytic results to new aeroshcii
geometries is treated as an interpolation problem in the error.
It tve consicler the experimental (iata alone, then the analysis

. .

[ll,lax
Other sLlbtleties in the detervliination of a level of conficience in
the interpoiateci dots, some of which have been allLIdcd to before,
contribute to the difficulty of representing confidence with a single cLlr\,e:
i. only a few points on a confidence curve such as the one
sho\vrr in I~igure 3 will be nwanirrgfol to the engineer.
5
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ship in a fumy set for the confidence level of a point ~ in design space indicates the use of a rule set to define designer confidence. The transformation of’ a set of 11~-TIIIIN rules into a fuzzy
inference matrix is a well-known problem in fuzzy set theory,
and con~mercia] packages such m Matlab’s FLIzzy I.ogic Toolbox (Jand and Ciulley, 1995) arc available to perform this. A rule
set is flexible with respect to the difficulties enumerated above,
and is easily updated. In some cases the engineer may feel more
con) fortable circumventing the rule set and specifying confidence
functions directly. For instance, for Mach numbers If between 3
and 8, and p close to that of air (the value of p at which experiments were made), the engineer may wish to define a simple rule
for efich dimension of the desigtl spmce describing the loss in confidence as a function of the distance from the nearest experinlental points in that dimension. The confidence contribution with rcspcct to hlach number J!I is ~tcxp:kf, say:

I

\

d

“,:,x

distance
Figure 3.

EXAMPLE CONFIDENCE CURVE

for 11, F, (?, and o are combined, in this case
\vitll a multiplicfltion:

Similar functions

2. The specification of d,,,ax as a single number assumes that
Euclidean distance in clifferent dimensions of the design
space are equivalent, or at lmst comparable. This is plainly
not true in general, fc)r even if all dimensions can be scaled so
that units are comparable, it cannot be assumed that the analyst is equally concerned with “distance” in all directions.
3. The confidence in interpolated dat~ will depend on the opmating point; in other words, d,r, zx, even if well -clefined, is
a function of ~. For example, the designer is likely to have
much more confidence in interpolated data for Mach nun~bers fl[ between 3 anti 8 than in the transsonic range where
111=1.
4. The confidence in interpolated data will depend on several
nearest points, not just on the sirlgle nearest experimental
point
5. Confidence may be quite different for extrapolated data than
for interpolated data.
6. When sufficient experimental data is available, the fidelity
of interpolation can be checked agairlst other experimental
points; the analyst fitting a curve by hancl typically uses such
a check in the informal calculus of’confidence. The d,,,a~ approach obscures this.
7. Finally, the engineer may recognize the potential importance
of’ all of these subtleties, and yet ar[-ive at a level of confi~ience without taking all possibilities into account. Iispecially in preliminary design, the enSineer may proceed, considering only the most important confidence criteria, and refine the calculation for more detailed analysis.

Note th~t since p has been assumecl to be close to that of air, it hfis
no contribution. llow’ever, when p is clifferent another rule comes
into play and the free-nmlecular arralysis must also be considered.
Sonle datn, t a k e n fron~ ~vind tunnel tests for cone angles of

and 20 degrees (Peterson, 1962), is shown in Figure 4.
data is showm here as isolated experimental points. A standard interpolation scheme will generate a surface over the same
range, but not all points on the surface will have the same level of
confidence. The rule set implemented here maintains high confidence in interpolated data along the dimensions o and AI (except
across the transsonic region Al =: 1, \vhere deviations in ~f are
penalized strictly), but enforces relatively high penalties on deviations from experimental points in 0, h’, and 1’. In particular,
with the present data there is sufficient granularity in Al and C?
to check curve fits; as more data bccon)cs availab]e in the other
dimensions, the confidence calculations can be updated
Of’ the many physical models for fluid flow to hanclle different regimes, two have been implemented to date: a model f’or
Nc\vtonian flow, and a model for free-molecular flow. Each of
these models covers an analysis regime likely to be encountered
by the aeroshell in its descent to the surface, and as WIS nmltioned above, each model was developed for a particular aeroshell
gcornetry. The analyst has sotne confidence in the ou[put of’ these
models as long as tlvo conditions are satis(ied:
1(1, 15,

The

jr,carc,t.

1. The operatin: point .7 is in the appropriate flow, regime. I:or
free-rnole~ular flow,, a hi~h Knudwn number is required.

A more flexible approach to confidence specification is required to capture these nuances. l’he rmtuml model of’ n~cn~ber6
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Surface plots of each of the two models are shown in I:ig ures 5 and 6, with continuous variation in 0, since Mach number
is irrclc~’ant for these t~vo particular tlow models. I~or comparison
with l~igure 4, a slice of each surface at O =- 15° is also shown.
These analyses are also not accurate over the entire domain; as
with the experimental data, tlwrc \vill bc varying degrees of corl ficlence.
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Figure 4.

o

O

which translates roughly to a low p, and an assumption of
Newtonian flow is usecl for some supersonic flows when the
entrained boundary layer can be assLImcd to stay \vithin the
shock cone.
2. The aermhell geonwtry (7 must be close to one for which
there are experimental data. The analysis is achieved by calculating the analytic model at a set of experimental points,
and then curve fitting the error between the analytic model
(which was originally developed for a clifferent geometry)
and experiment, anti interpolating or extrapolating to the operational point of interest. Thus the machinery of the interpolation scheme and its attendant confidence calculation are
both relevant here.

o
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Mach number
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APPLICABILITY OF REGIME

This analysis \vill divide the space into regions in which the different analysis modu]es predominate. Some regions will have
high levels of confidence for more than one module, as is the case
when experimental data is takerl in a regime for which there is an
analytical model, In this case, the overall analysis includes feedback as to the legitimacy of the rnocltrles. Disagreement between
rnodu]es may lead to changes in designer confidence or updated
models.
Where a single analysis rr)odu]e has a much higher confidence than the other two, the result from thmt module is used,

.91 a n,ch

Figure 6. FREE-MOLECULAR FLOW MODEL: ~a FOR TWO 0

Ag~regation of Data from Disparate Sources

and the confidence is returned with the result. (The analyst using

To determine the output parameters ancl their confidences for
a point in analysis space, data from three calculation modules (ex-

the tool in an integration scheme can log the confidences, or flag
points where confidence falls below a given level.) If the confidence for the other modules is low but not zero, the answers from
those modules can bc compared \vitb the result, and the conlparison can bc logged for the analyst’s later use.
When two or more analysis modules return high conficlences,
the results must be combined, The most straightforward way to
do this is \vith a weighted sum (the confi(ience levels can provide
the weights). A more useful schenle is to compare the results before combining; when they agree closely, a weighted sum is acceptable, and the overall confidence will be greater than either of
the single confidences (so that the computation of confidence can
bc cff’ected with a t-conorm (Z,irnmermann, 1985)). It’ the results
are not in close agreement, it is perhaps better to use the result
with the higher confidence, but return a Io\ver confidence level.
I;xpecially since only three flow re~imes have been irnplementcd, there are regions of the analysis space in which all results hate low confidence. This shortcoming may be corrected by
incorporating: other analysis models (such as the detached shock
analysis or a CIW module). Nevertheless, just as the designer
wmrking informally must work with the tools available, the formal combination of results here rrco~nims the shortcomin~s in

perimental, Newtonian, anti free-molecular) arc considered. The
varying confidence in each calculation module over the space is
represented by membership in a fuzzy set. This membership is
determined by the application of a number of fuzzy rules. Confidence in interpolated experimental data is higher near explicitly
calculated data points, with grcaterpenalties fordeviations in geometry and lesser penalties for deviations in the operating pararl~eters M and cr. If the density is low then free-molecular analysis
is USefLl]: Figure’7 embodies this fuzzy rule in a fuzzy set on density p expressing the applicability of the free-molecular flow analysis. The applicability of Newtonian analysis depends on the entrained boundary layer staying within the calculateci shock cone.
The rules determining the applicability of each regime are spccifiecf by the designer and encoded with fuzzy sets, either directly
or through the construction ofa fuzzy inference matrix; these sets
can be updatecl as the designer refines the rules. Such rmdification is inexpensi}’e, as it entails only a chan:e in the aggregation problem, and does not require wry expensive analysis calculations to be repeatccl.
The results from all analysis modules are combined, with
their participation determined by the confidence in the answer.
8
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